Statics and dynamics of polymer-wrapped colloids.
We study the complex between a colloidal particle and a semiflexible polymer chain that "wraps" around it. Via molecular dynamics simulation we investigate statistical and dynamical properties of this system. First we establish the dependence of wrapped chain length on absorption energy and chain persistence length and obtain the distribution of wrapped-sphere positions. Then we study the length and position distributions of thermally excited loop defects. Finally we consider the repositioning dynamics of the colloid, focusing on the case where the chain stays wrapped onto the complex. Specifically we determine the mean square displacement of the central monomer of the wrapped chain and the resulting diffusion coefficient of the chain as a function of its persistence length, absorption energy, chain length, and size of the sphere. We argue that both statics and dynamics of these complexes can be mainly understood by energetic arguments, whereas entropic contributions from the chain configurations play only a minor role.